
Fermi’s Fallacy 

The Fermi Paradox states that any civilization with modest aspirations for rocket 

technology or imperialistic tendencies could have already colonized the entire galaxy; 

but since there is no evidence of these galactic overlords, we are probably alone. 

Considering the galaxy is very old (over 13 Billion years,) any planetary systems that 

are older than ours should have evolved and conquered by now.  

Assumptions: These assumptions have been attributed to Fermi as support for his 

paradoxical conclusion. This lunch conversation has become a worldwide talking 

point with these generally accepted supporting statements: 

1. Our sun is ordinary and young and there are billions of suns and other older 

stars. 

2. There must be planets like ours on all those stars. Our planet developed 

intelligent life, so there must be billions of other planets that have done the 

same. 

3. Millions of years of technological progress has likely developed the 

technology to travel to other stars and galaxies. 

4. Given multiple billions of years, aliens could have colonized the galaxy. 

The Fallacy: Given multiple eons all problems should have been solved for aliens to 

colonize the galaxies (or the universe.) 

The Response: There are many reasons why aliens are more likely to have developed 

advanced civilizations without expanding everywhere in the galaxy and encountering 

Earthlings on a planetary basis. 

The Short List 

1.  Cosmic rays are deadly. 
2.  Motivation. 
3.  Intergalactic travel is a non-starter. 
4.  Lack of information.  
5.  Enhancement of the Comfort Zone.  
6.  Evolution is not Magic.  
7.  The All-Powerful Biome! 

1. Cosmic Rays are Deadly. Our planet’s electromagnetic field protects us, but 

there is no protection in space. Although a civilization could have eons to 



overcome this limitation, it is not small in nature. It could be a general 

deterrent to space travel beyond a friendly neighborhood solar system. 

Conversely, could people be developed who can live in space? Our experience 

with other types of radiation indicate that there is a lethal dose for living 

creatures (as we know them). It is also unlikely that life on other planets could 

begin its grand evolutionary journey to intelligence while being bombarded 

with radiation from a star or generic space. 

Can people develop devices or materials to shield them from cosmic rays? 

Possibly. The limits of such technologies would take many generational lives of 

trial and error. Would other intelligent species make that long-term sacrifice to 

achieve space flight within their solar system, then beyond their solar system? 

2. Motivation. First, accept the assumption that there is enough motivation to 

move beyond the home planet and develop intragalactic space travel 

technologies. Consider that space travel technologies would develop 

incrementally, thus requiring continued and increasing rationales to feed the 

need to evolve sciences for viable destinations of greatly increasing distances.  

Evolution requires a catalyst for change. For humans to reach the moon, the 

motivation was post war rocket technology and the need to prevent a strong 

adversary from achieving superiority in space. When that motivation waned, 

our development of human space travel ground to near zero. What would be 

the catalyst for other humanoids? Continuous war and competition? 

Fascination with colonization of potentially hospitable and inhospitable 

planets? An acceptance of certain death – sacrifices for the advancement of 

science through trials and errors? The next step is still a question: why would a 

species needs or desires overcome the deadliness of space enough to develop 

protections necessary for prolonged space travel? War and competition could 

be the catalyst for empires and a monumental space race, but the learning 

curve for the myriad of technological requirements to leave the neighborhood 

is still very large. 

Perhaps scientific pursuits or conquest and other adversarial motivations 

would better be met with machines. Robots of varied abilities and intelligence 

would best be suited for prolonged space travel or warring in space for 

territorial gain. A strong contingent of theorists believe that other galactic 



species have probably already destroyed themselves, so never made it to our 

neighborhood. Instead, consider that war is so expensive that the comparative 

motivation to extend into unknown space is very weak. Scientific 

advancements are also very expensive and have limited benefits to 

investments of material and human resources. Robots may be less expensive 

compared to the requirements for people to hurl themselves into space. Weak 

motivations persist as strong deterrents to travel outside the solar 

neighborhood. 

3. Intergalactic Travel is a Non-Starter. The galaxies are moving apart faster than 

our ability to perceive their location. Telescopes see the distant past, not the 

present, seeing light many millions (or billions) of years old. Much Faster Than 

Light (FTL) speeds are needed to overcome this widening expanse. New 

navigational systems for prolonged voyages between galaxies need to be 

created. Light speed travel is extremely slow, too slow for travel between 

galaxies. The resources or technologies required to maintain humanoid life in 

stasis requires tremendous energy resources. A voyage of people in viable 

interactive conditions – food, water, waste, energy, etc. –  has a very large 

resource footprint. The reasoning for such travel can be nothing short of a 

commitment to preserve a species through “seeding” instead of real-time 

travel abilities between galaxies.  Instead, completely different technologies 

such as warp fields, worm holes, controlled singularities, or folding space, etc. 

would need to exist, because there are no known places to gather resources 

between galaxies. The best way for these technologies to occur is through 

countless genius breakthroughs. There is no incremental approach to space 

travel as there was to the speed of sound. In the hundreds of millennia of time, 

in millions of galactic potential scenarios, discovery of a new method of space 

travel may be possible. Probable? Not enough verifiable facts exist to guess 

possible travel or propulsion systems. Our current knowledge of the physics 

and the physical properties of the universe are so small that speculation is no 

better than science fiction. 

4. Lack of Information. This is the general lack of advanced knowledge that needs 

to be breeched. If another species cracks the code on the black holes, dark 

matter, gravity, and the waves, currents and eddies of what is between 

planets, solar systems, and clumps of other leftover pieces from the formation 



of bodies in space they might succeed in solving the multiple challenges of 

space travel. Or they may discover that there is a limit to how far or fast 

people can travel in space. Or, again, death can be their reward for space 

speculation. Surprise is a very viable element of science, the universe, and the 

pursuit of knowledge. Are the eons of time available to other species enough 

for them to gather the knowledge necessary to be space voyagers? Where will 

our knowledge levels be in ten thousand years? In ten billion years? We may 

be smart enough to figure it out. Other species may be smart enough to figure 

it out. However, what gets discovered and invented is not a given. We know 

too little to assume that the knowledge, once found, is going to be utilized to 

augment the prospects of deep space travel and the thirst for exploitation or 

colonization.  This is the most widely used response to Fermi’s Paradox where 

the conclusion does not end in our singular existence on Earth. 

5. Enhancement of the Comfort Zone. One of the strongest deterrents to 

intragalactic exploration may well be the development of a strong 

neighborhood comfort zone. Life as we know it evolved from survival needs, 

adaptation to the demands of the Earth and its inhabitants,  including people. 

Civilizations on Earth developed based on the ability to create and maintain 

survival needs. As the basic needs of these populations were met, the focus 

shifted from survival to enhancement. Humans perpetuated several socio-

economic systems based on comfort preferences. Technologies have thrived 

from the demands of these developing comfort zones, creating tools, toys, 

entertainments, craft, and art, as well as weapons, medicines, and advanced 

machines for purposes that suit the imaginations of increasing leisure time and 

its complexities. Comfort becomes increasingly important to individuals and 

groups. Enjoying life becomes more central to preferences. If the correct 

resources and opportunities are present and, if civilizations do not decay and 

implode or get replaced in rise and fall civilization cycles, then a species may 

“rise above” human swirl and overbearing drama, and focus on life 

enhancement. This comfort neighborhood could be quite large in other solar 

systems that either have closer solar neighbors and/or more habitable local 

planets. The expansion to less hospitable but adaptable planets in a large solar 

system or neighborhood of systems may instead decrease the desire to go 

further if there are ample opportunities to keep civil izations happy for eons. 

These “Happy People” might become explorers, but they might be content in 



the cycle of life and maintain that enjoyment as the goal for living. In an 

ultimately developed civilization that has raised its emotional intelligence (EQ)  

beyond the cycle of savagery, the Home Body may prevail.  

6. Evolution is Not Magic. Life evolves for different reasons in different 

environments. There are situations on this planet that have been specifically 

advantageous to species by removing conflict, not increasing it. Extreme 

specialization may occur, but how is that manifest? What if humanoids 

developed without major predators, what features would be the most 

developed? Curiosity may survive and ingenuity, but size and brain power may 

have been selected later in evolutionary cycles. Our planet is teeming with 

competitive species. That phenomenon is not a given for any other planet. The 

demands of survival may have reached its pinnacle at an earlier phase. 

Intelligence could still develop, but perhaps more slowly, with different 

emphasis. Certain Earthling traits may have never been needed for selection.  

Consider the multitude of factors needed to develop towards intelligent life as 

we know it. If the mutation of brains is not needed, it could take billions of 

years to get to where Earthlings developed in mere millions of years. If the 

impetus to explore is slower to develop, that too could take billions, or trillions 

of years to grow, if at all. The obsessive nature of Earthlings towards discovery 

and exploration is not a given for all life on all planets. Human obsessive 

qualities may not be necessary, which could not be favored for selection. 

Evolution and chance can pin civilizations down in very simple ways. If the 

species of choice through millions or billions of years of selection was water 

bound, lacking hands and fingers, how much longer would an alien need to 

develop to develop technologies and develop exploration priorities for space 

travel? Our imaginations have generally made the bugs bigger or added 

dexterities to Earth animals to fictional sentient and technologically developed 

animals. Instead, the inability to develop tools may kept sentient elephants, 

dolphins, or roaches tied to more cerebral hands-free mutations that were 

selected.  Highly evolved ants or bees could focus on perfecting civilizations 

based on life expectancy limitation, focused on efficiencies that can be 

sentient, highly developed, and technological from their perspective, but never 

looking towards the stars with any interest. 



7. The All-Powerful Biome! This is an area of great consideration and concern. It 

introduces the most variations to an equation that is not fully formed.  

The human microbiome, the collection of microbes that live in 

and on the human body, plays an important role in human 

health contributing to the processing and absorption of nutrients 

in the human body, and/or playing a protective role (for 

example) by competing for resources with pathogenic 

organisms. Changes in the dynamics or composition of the 

human microbiome may lead to altered human metabolic 

function or pave the way for the colonization of the human body 

by opportunistic pathogenic microorganisms. 
(https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/1010

.html) 

This NASA experiment focuses on data obtained from astronauts in 

space. However, the bigger question is how will exposure to biomes 

from other planets affect Earth-based organisms. Different humanoids 

and their biomes, alien to each other, are likely infested with 

microorganisms that are aggressively opposed to each other. Instead of 

the Zoo Theory aliens develop an Avoidance Practice since extra-

terrestrial explorers have already discovered that other worlds are 

sources of contaminations that must be avoided. Humanoids or any 

other life form may be so suspect to cross-contamination, which is 

more likely deadly than not – as microbes compete for the same living 

hosts – that other explorers decided to limit exposure (stay home or 

stay away,) rather than drink the waters of any other exoplanet, 

including Earth! 

Earth history is full of occasions where colonists, soldiers, native tribes, 

slaves, adventurers, traders and explorers died after being exposed to 

humans and other living entities from a different biome on Earth. 

Expand that phenomenon to exo-planets and the risk of death through 

exposure to a new disease or food becomes a more likely scenario. Our 

microbes have developed over billions of their generations to form a 

range of effects from symbiotic to deadly. However, the opportunities 

for microbes on new planets may be more favorable for them than for 

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/1010.html
https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/1010.html


us. We could be abandoned by the microbes we need, leaving us as 

fodder for the more destructive cohabitants of our bodies. Or those 

microbes needed most may be destroyed or altered by these new 

biomes. 

Our understanding of the relationship between ourselves, our inner 

(and outer) cohabitants, and the other millions of organisms that affect 

our health and progeny’s potential is still in the discovery mode. The 

ultra-complex inner-reactional relationships that we encounter on 

Earth will have unique evolutions – with high probability of 

incompatible distinctiveness on other planets. Older and more 

advanced aliens would already know this. They may decide to 

genetically alter themselves, or rewrite the biology of new planets 

through terraforming; both potentially exciting adventures if the 

knowledge levels meet the needs to populate new worlds. Or, knowing 

that visitation and colonization are likely impossible or extremely 

expensive or difficult, aliens may utilize space travel sparingly given its 

danger, expense, time effects, and built in hostilities from neighboring 

worlds. 

Summary: There are probably billions of reasons why aliens have not visited Earth as 

there are billions of possibilities in endless galaxies of our universe. To propose we 

are alone is based on a woeful lack of evidence. To propose that aliens exist, but 

Earthlings hold some unique status that keeps aliens away has the same evidentiary 

support as our solitude scenarios. Instead, observing the fantastic diversities of life 

and civilizations and their evolutions on Earth gives us the best clues of why 

intelligent, technologically advanced aliens could exist without our knowledge. 


